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100% Systematic

100% Market Agnostic

100% Transparent

ENIGMA S&P 
A Complete Trading Strategy for the S&P-500 index

GENERATING RETURNS WITHOUT PREDICTING PRICE
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«Trading and investing is essentially an exercise in managing ignorance. 

Therefore: always be aware of how much you don’t know.

As we don’t want our trading to rely on methods that are either unproven 

or proven to be ineffective, all of our trading is research-based.

There are many analysts who think they know what will happen next. The

fact is that no one knows and most either talk their book or are engaged

in an exercise in futility. As many people, myself included, have said

many times before: predicting the market is difficult, especially when it

concerns the future.»

Luc Van Hof

ENIGMA investment philosophy
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ENIGMA investment philosophy
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ARE 

MARKETS 

EFFICIENT?

LONG TERM:

YES, MOST OF THE 

TIME

SHORT TERM:

NO, PLENTY OF 

IMPERFECTIONS

RATHER EFFICIENT PRICING

RISK PREMIA: 

COMPENSATION FOR TAKING A 

RISK, OFTEN MISPRICED

OUR BELIEF: MARKETS ARE EFFICIENTLY INEFFICIENT

TRENDS CAN BE DETECTED AND EXPLOITED WITH SYSTEMATIC, RULE BASED MODELS

THESE 2 CATEGORIES OF 

ANOMALIES ARE THE BASIS TO 

CREATE SHORT TERM 

MOMENTUM-BASED TRADING 

SYSTEMS

INEFFICIENCIES:

CAUSED BY THE MARKET NOT 

NOTICING SOMETHING



➢ uses 3 algos designed without optimization to determine trade direction and trading size

➢ analyzes multiple time frames but only trades during the day session

➢ trades the E-mini S&P 500 futures contract very selectively (about 3 trades per week)

ENIGMA trading strategy
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ENIGMA trading strategy
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4. Strategies
size the positions and make 

them scalable

3. Algorithms
build the appropriate trade 

structure to monetize the edge

2. Statistics
find empirical evidence and 

convincing reasons for its 

existence

1. Research
detect market anomalies 

and inefficiencies

Creating structural alpha in 4 steps



At the core of ENIGMA are 3 trading engines (algorithms)

BIAS = 2-layer Bias decision algo

- classifies market movement into 

upward and downward classes using a 

bias threshold, 

- categorizes upward class data into 

“buy” and “not-to-buy”.

1 2

ENIGMA trading engines
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HDG = Hedging algo

- detects short-term extreme price moves,

- searches for short-term tail risk events,

- uses a binary classification 

- has an “always-in-the-market” position,

- implemented via a pure reversal approach

3
MOM = Momentum algo

MOM  identifies positive (bullish) or 

negative (bearish) directional movement 

across multiple timeframes.



ENIGMA trade sizing and trading instruments
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• To express a bullish or «delta positive» 

view in the S&P500

• Example: to create long equity exposure 

or to provide protection of short equity 

portfolios

• Implementation via long E-mini S&P500 

futures (ES) and/or Micro E-mini S&P500 

futures (MES)

• Never more than 6 units long.

Bullish Momentum

• To express a bearish or «delta negative» 

view in the S&P500

• Example: to create short equity exposure 

or to provide protection of long equity 

portfolios

• Implementation via short E-mini S&P500 

futures (ES) and/or Micro E-mini S&P500 

futures (MES) 

• Never more than 6 units short.

Bearish Momentum

SHORT EXPOSURE  LONG EXPOSURE



ENIGMA Portfolio Evolution in a bullish environment (November 2020)

Sample Portfolio: Bullish Market
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• During the whole month of November 2020 the net

position of the ENIGMA strategy was net long and

held its max long position (+6 units) for 7 of the first

8 trading days.

• Over the same 8 days the SPX was up as much as

9.26% (on 11 Nov) from the previous month-end

(31 Oct).

• ENIGMA’s bullish stance was gradually reduced

from extremely bullish (+6 units) to slightly bullish

(+2 units) but remained positive at all times.

• ENIGMA’s positioning is very risk-averse and will

quickly adjust its Net Position anytime when price

movement no longer warrants it.

• ENIGMA returned +10.09% net after fees while the

SPX ended the month up +10.75%.



ENIGMA Portfolio Evolution in a bearish environment (January 2022)

Sample Portfolio: Bearish Market
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• During the month of January 2022 the net

position for the ENIGMA strategy was net short

or flat from 07 Jan until 26 Jan.

• Over the same period the SPX was down as

much as -9.22% (on 27 Jan) from the previous

month-end (31 Dec 2021).

• ENIGMA’s bearish stance changed swiftly from

very bearish (-4 units) to net bullish (+2 units)

on 27 Jan and remained positive for the rest of

the month.

• ENIGMA’s positioning is very risk-averse and

will quickly adjust its Net Position anytime when

price movement is going against it.

• ENIGMA returned +3.34% net after fees while

the SPX ended the month -5.26% lower.



ENIGMA Portfolio Evolution in a neutral/ranging environment (May 2021)

Sample Portfolio: Neutral Market
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• During the month of May 2021 the net position

for the ENIGMA strategy fluctuated heavily

between net short -4 units and net long +6 units.

• Over the same period the SPX showed no clear

trend/ direction as it was ranging between up

+1.23% and down -2.83%.

• ENIGMA changed from very bearish (-4 units) to

very bullish (+4 units) to flat (0) to extremely

bullish (+6) to very bearish (-4) during this

difficult month.

• As ENIGMA is very risk-averse and will quickly

adjust its Net Position anytime price movement

is going against it. However, when the directional

bias changes too often and/or too quickly the

strategy has a hard time avoiding losing trades.

• ENIGMA returned -3.06% net after fees while

the SPX ended the month +0.55% higher.



«First of all, good trading needs an edge: the best risk management

cannot turn a strategy that has no positive expectation into a winner.

But bad risk management can turn potentially profitable trade ideas

into a losing proposition.

As risk management is the only part of the trading process that is

completely under the control of the trader, there is no excuse for not

doing it as well as possible.»

Luc Van Hof

Risk Management
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Risk is the choice 

of the trader.
Return is the choice 

of the market.

Our key principles in terms of risk management for system design

Risk Management

The essence of investment management is the management of risks, not the 

management of returns.

Risk and return are two sides of the same coin, the challenge is how to introduce convexity into an 

investment strategy at reasonable cost. Risk management is the core of the ENIGMA system design.
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Risk Management

Risk Management is where everything starts

Risk management concepts used:
▪ Position Sizing / Trade Management

▪ Tail Risk Hedging

▪ Diversification with instruments, methods, timeframes

The underlying models use:

▪ Skewed and fat-tailed probability distributions

▪ Dynamic descriptions of market volatility
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Downside protection 

Asymmetric return profile

Capital Preservation
Focus: on prevention of big losses,  

not on avoidance of volatility 

Portfolio Construction
Focus: on effective diversification,

not on searching for low correlation

Position Sizing
Focus: on controlling MaxDrawdown, 

not on covariance

Hedging

all positions, always;

avoid Black Swans

Diversifying

across instruments, methods

and time frames

Managing Allocation

smartly, over the whole

life of the trade

Risk Management: how we structure the risk

What should be addressed ? How is it done ?
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ENIGMA Key Performance Data
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ENIGMA shows excellent long term results.

Both in historical testing from 2006 onwards and in real-time trading since Jan 2015.  



ENIGMA Key Performance Data
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ENIGMA shows excellent long term results.

Both in historical testing from 2006 onwards and in real-time trading since Jan 2015.  

The above Return/Risk Statistics are based on Net Returns after all Fees (1.00% Management, 20% Performance) and trading expenses.  
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Performance data is for illustrative purposes only. All data shown are live traded after allowance for all fees, estimated slippage
and trading expenses. The ENIGMA strategy has been traded live in proprietary managed accounts since January 2015.

ENIGMA Track Record



ENIGMA compared to S&P500
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ENIGMA compared to S&P 500
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Reasons to Invest in ENIGMA
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Provide a strong

diversifier to

long equity portfolios

Bring diversification 

to a portfolio of alternative 

asset classes or strategies

Manager has

‘skin in the game’

Obtain effective downside 

protection + 

asymmetric return profile



Appendix 1:  Luc’s curriculum
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❑ Graduate degrees in finance, econometrics, and operational research from Brussels University (1981) 

❑ Assistant treasurer of the European Commission (1985-1988) managing a € 2+ Bln portfolio in derivatives.

❑ Vice President equity derivatives at Bankers Trust and Morgan Stanley (1988-1993) in charge of  the S&P book.

❑ Established one of the first quant investment boutiques in Europe: Analytic Investment Management (A.I.M.) in 1990.

❑ Developed A.I.M to a $300+ mln CTA, later acquired by Robeco Alternative Investments (Rabobank) in 2006-2010. 

❑ Founded Capital Hedge in 2010, a research and consulting firm to institutional investors.

❑ Assistant professor of investment management at Brussels University (VUB) and lecturer at the Belgian Bankers 

Academy (1986-2008), teaching Master Classes on hedge funds, algorithmic trading, derivatives trading and money 

management.
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❑ Completely independent investment research company

❑ Pioneer in R&D of systematic trading systems since 1990 via its predecessor, A.I.M. Trading

❑ Building proprietary investment approaches that

• deliver uncorrelated absolute returns 

• with robust risk management

❑ Dedicated to institutional clients, mainly hedge funds, alternative investment managers and large family offices

Appendix 2:  Capital Hedge


